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a b s t r a c t
Turkey is a laggard in terms of the achievement of its Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), and one
of the primary issues it faces is environmental deterioration. Therefore, a policy-level reorientation
may be needed to address this relevant issue. From this standpoint, this research assesses the impact
of renewable energy (RE) use and financial development on the emissions of CO2 as well as the role
of urbanization and agriculture, utilizing a dataset stretching between 1985 and 2019. By applying the
innovative quantile-on-quantile regression (QQR) and non-parametric Granger causality in quantiles
techniques, the study assesses the ways in which the quantiles of the independent variables affect
the quantiles of CO2 emissions. The outcomes from the QQR show that in all quantiles, financial
development, economic growth, urbanization, and agriculture impact CO2 emissions positively, while
in the middle quantiles, the influence of renewable energy use on CO2 is negative. Furthermore,
the outcomes from the non-parametric Granger causality test disclosed that in mean and variance,
all the variables could predict CO2 emissions at different quantiles. A complete SDG-oriented policy
framework has been proposed based on the research’s findings so that Turkey may move toward
reaching its SDG 13 and SDG 7 targets.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction
While walking along the economic expansion route, achievement of the developmental path produces the split between
the countries, and this division is illustrated in terms of the
developmental policies being embraced in those countries. Policymakers in advanced economies might be more concerned with
increasing people’s living standards by maintaining the country’s
environmental quality, whereas policymakers in emerging countries will be more concerned with achieving economic progress,
disregarding the need for environmental sustainability (Adebayo
and Kirikkaleli, 2021; Su et al., 2021; Alola et al., 2021). As
a result, the basic trade-off between development and growth
∗ Corresponding author at: Technological University Dublin, Dublin, Ireland.
E-mail addresses: twaikline@gmail.com (T.S. Adebayo), agyekum@urfu.ru
(E.B. Agyekum), skamel@aswu.edu.eg (S. Kamel), hossam.zawbaa@gmail.com
(H.M. Zawbaa), mehmet.altuntas@nisantasi.edu.tr (M. Altuntaş).

can be seen in the latter scenario. When the latest progress in
achieving the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) is examined,
it becomes clear that emerging countries are performing poorly in
comparison to their industrialized nation counterparts on several
aspects, with climate action being one of them (UNESCAP, 2021).
Turkey’s present economic expansion trend is not ecologically sustainable, as its economic progress is primarily reliant
on fossil fuel-based solutions. As a result, Turkey is experiencing
difficulties with reconfiguring its present policies in order to
achieve the goal of climate action, which is covered under SDG
13. When referring to SDG 13, the Turkish economy deserves
special attention because it is deemed to be a laggard in terms
of achieving the SDG goals (He et al., 2021b; Sharif et al., 2020).
The World Bank has identified ecological deterioration as one of
the biggest roadblocks to economic progress in Turkey. Given
this environment, policy realignment in Turkey is critical for
minimizing the climate susceptibility of economic expansion and
to ensure that development is achieved in a more sustainable
way.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.egyr.2022.01.020
2352-4847/© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/bync-nd/4.0/).
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meet the SDG goals by 2030. The second objective of this research
is to create policies that are aligned with the SDGs.
While Turkey is attempting to achieve economic growth
through rapid industrialization, agricultural operations account
for a large portion of the country’s GDP. Agriculture generated
6.04% of Turkey’s GDP in 2020 (World Bank, 2021), prompting
authorities to adopt new measures to ensure the country’s agricultural sustainability. Nevertheless, in order to boost agricultural
production activities, deforestation began to rise in Turkey, resulting in natural habitat displacement. As stated by Yurtkuran
(2021), in order to achieve agricultural productivity, Turkey has
started to decrease the quality of the environment. As a result, to
meet the goals of SDG 13, Turkish policymakers must examine
the structure of agricultural operations in order to absorb the
adverse effects on the environment that these activities generate
via policy reform. The third objective of this research is to create
climate policies that are centered on agriculture.
Given Turkey’s persistent policy issue, it is critical to determine how the country’s policies can be realigned in order to
meet the SDGs by 2030. Following the logic presented, it is clear
that policy reconfiguration at many levels and the engagement
of diverse stakeholders will be required to address the climate
challenge in Turkey. This is where the current study makes a
valuable contribution. This report recommends a multi-pronged
SDG-oriented policy restructuring for Turkey in order for it to
comply with Agenda 2030. Turkey was selected to fulfill the
study’s objective, and the research encompasses the period between 1985 and 2019. Assessing Turkey’s case can highlight the
generalization of the policy framework proposed in the current
study since this strategy can be viewed as a model for other
developing economies grappling with the problem of environmental destruction. Therefore, the current paper assesses the
effect of economic growth, financial development, urbanization,
agriculture and renewable energy use on carbon emissions in
Turkey.
The present research adds to current studies in the following ways: Firstly, although numerous studies have concentrated
on the interrelationship between these factors, no policy-level
convergence has been accomplished as a result of those studies.
The current research aims to accomplish policy convergence by
suggesting a policy framework that is SDG-oriented for accomplishing the targets of SDG 13 and 7. This research adds to the
literature at the policy level by using this paradigm. Secondly,
we apply the QQR technique to assess the effect of economic
growth, financial development, urbanization, agriculture, and RE
use on CO2 emissions in Turkey. Adebayo et al. (2021) and Balcilar
et al. (2016) claimed that econometric procedures are critical
for producing impartial research outcomes, and they proposed
the utilization of advanced econometric techniques. The advantage of the QQR approach is that it takes into account slope
heterogeneity and is also robust to outliers. Thirdly, in order to
capture the causality between CO2 and the regressors (financial
development, economic growth, agriculture, urbanization and renewable energy), the non-parametric causality-in-quantiles test
is applied. The advantage of this approach is that it assesses
the variance and mean causation interrelationship between two
variables simultaneously.
The next section presents a synopsis of related studies which
is accompanied by Theoretical Underpinning, Data, and Methodology in Section 3. The findings and discussions are presented in
Section 4 and Section 5 concludes the study.

Nomenclatures and Abbreviations
ADF
AGRIC
ARDL
BRICS
CO2
DOLS
EKC
EN
FD
FMOLS
GDP
GHGs
GMM
IEA
OECD
PMG-ARDL
PP
REC
TY
URB
VAR

Augmented Dickey–Fuller
Agriculture
Autoregressive Distributed Lag
Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South
Africa
Carbon Dioxide Emissions
Dynamic Ordinary Least Square
Environmental Kuznets Curve
Energy Consumption
Financial Development
Fully Modified Ordinary Least Squares
Economic Growth
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Generalized Method of Moments
International Energy Agency
The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
Pooled Mean Group Autoregressive Distributed Lag
Phillips–Perron
Renewable Energy Use
Toda and Yamamoto
Urbanization
Vector Autoregression

The International Monetary Fund’s concern can be observed in
studies such as Acheampong et al. (2019) and Yurtkuran (2021),
which also emphasized the importance of policy alignment for
developing economies such as Turkey. The major motivation for
undertaking this analysis stems from the current policy vacuum.
Turkey is witnessing a rise in employment possibilities as it
continues on its economic progress path, and as a result, its urban
areas are witnessing an ecological shift. This change is defined
as urbanization, and it is triggered by the increased demand for
labor produced by increasing industrial activities. This migration
of the labor force to cities has accelerated the growth of energy
consumption, which has increased ambient air pollution. Issues
associated with unsustainable urbanization were highlighted in
the Human Development Report 2019, which outlined the economic disparity that exists in Turkey, as well as the challenge
of increasing CO2 emissions, which was also ascribed to rising
urbanization (UNDP, 2019). Turkey is currently evaluating the
potential of its renewable energy options to meet its growing
demand for energy, especially in metropolitan areas, while also
protecting and improving the quality of the environment.
The International Energy Agency’s most recent Energy Target
Assessment report emphasized the development and spread of
RE solutions as a means of attaining energy security and enhancing the quality of the environment in Turkey (Pata, 2018;
Yurtkuran, 2021). This study included a section on investment in
renewable energy generating systems by establishing appropriate
financialization pathways. These new financialization pathways
could help in the deployment as well as the development of local
renewable energy sources, whereas conventional pathways are
more likely to promote industrialization and damage the environment. In such circumstances, the present policy framework in
Turkey might put the country in difficulty in terms of obtaining
clean and affordable energy solutions, which is one of the goals
of SDG 7. Restructuring of energy policies, financialization routes
and urban development policies might offer a path for Turkey to

2. Literature review
In recent years, numerous studies have been conducted to
assess the determinants of environmental degradation, including
2009
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urbanization, agriculture, RE use, economic growth, and financial
development (Alola, 2019; Bekun and Agboola, 2019; Ozturk and
Acaravci, 2016; Pata, 2021; Shahbaz et al., 2017; Wang et al.,
2020). The empirical outcomes from these studies have been
mixed. For instance, some studies have found a positive influence
on emissions, while others have revealed a negative influence.
The varied findings are mostly due to the use of different data
sets, qualities, techniques, timeframes and nations.
Over the years, significant studies have been done regarding the growth-emissions interrelationship. For example, Using
Brazil as a case study, Su et al. (2021) scrutinized the growthemissions connection utilizing a dataset from 1990Q1 to 2018Q4
and utilizing FMOLS and spectral causality (SC) approaches. The
study’s findings unveiled that growth impedes the quality of the
environment. Additionally, the SC test disclosed a unidirectional
causal connection from growth to emissions in Brazil. Similarly, a
positive growth-emissions interrelationship was disclosed by the
study of Kirikkaleli et al. (2021a) using a dataset from 1980 to
2016. Moreover, using yearly data from 1965 to 2019, Awosusi
et al. (2021) evaluated the coherency between CO2 and economic
growth in South Korea. The researchers employed wavelet coherence and ARDL approaches, and their findings unveiled that an
expansion in growth is accompanied by an upsurge in emissions
levels in South Korea. Similarly, Doğan et al. (2021) reported
that an upsurge in growth triggers emissions. On the contrary,
few studies have found a negative growth-emissions connection.
For example, using a dataset between 1965 and 2019 (Rjoub
et al., 2021) studied the GDP influence on emissions in Sweden.
The investigators; utilized quantile regression techniques, and the
outcome disclosed that in each quantile, the influence of GDP
growth on CO2 is negative, though the negative connection is
more pronounced in the higher tail. Likewise, using the United
States as a case study, Usman et al. (2020) assessed the growthemissions interrelationship using the quarterly dataset from 1984
to 2014. The study’s outcome disclosed that an upsurge in growth
enhances the quality of the environment.
Moreover, the studies on the financial development-emissions
interrelationship have also generated mixed findings. For example, a study by Odugbesan et al. (2021) for Thailand on the
interrelationship between financial development (FD) and CO2
using data from 1971 to 2016 revealed that an increase in FD
positively affects emissions levels which suggests that FD harms
the quality of the environment. Likewise, using a dataset between
1990 and 2017 Kihombo et al. (2021a) assessed the FD-CO2
interrelationship using WEMA nations. The investigators applied
recent panel econometric techniques, and their results revealed
a positive FD-CO2 interrelationship. Similarly, using Chile as a
case study, Kirikkaleli et al. (2021b) assessed the FD-emissions
connection using a yearly dataset from 1981 to 2017, and the
empirical result unveiled that an upsurge in FD triggers emissions
levels in Chile. Moreover, Ahmed et al. (2021) scrutinized the
FD-emissions interrelationship and their result suggests that FD
plays a major role in the degradation of the environment. Using
consumption-based CO2 as a proxy of environmental degradation,
He et al. (2021a) evaluated the FD-emissions interrelationship
using Mexico as a case study and dataset between 1990 and 2018.
The investigators used dual gap and ARDL approaches, and their
outcome showed that an FD mitigates the sustainability of the
environment. In the same way, the study of Pata (2018) disclosed
that FD decreases the quality of the environment. Contrarily, the
study of Kirikkaleli and Adebayo (2020) on the FD-emissions
association using a global dataset disclosed that an FD abate the
deterioration of the environment. Likewise, the study of Kihombo
et al. (2021b) in WEMA economies using a dataset between 1990
and 2017 established that an upsurge in FD mitigates degradation
of the environment.

Concerning the connection between urbanization (URB) and
emissions, significant studies have surfaced. For example, He
et al. (2021b) assessed the URB-emissions interconnection in
Latin American countries using data that spans from 1990 and
2018. The authors’ employed FMOLS and DOLS techniques and
their finding unveiled that urban populations contribute to the
degradation of the ecosystem in Latin American nations. Using China as a case study, Soylu et al. (2021) scrutinized the
urbanization-emissions interconnection using data from 1971 to
2018. The investigators applied the ARDL approach and the study
outcome unveiled a positive urbanization-emissions interconnection. Likewise, the study of Ngoc et al. (2021) on the urbanizationemissions interrelationship for Vietnam using data between 1960
and 2018 and using FMOLS and DOLS disclosed that an upsurge
in urbanization mitigates the sustainability of the environment
in Turkey. Moreover, using data from 1990 to 2014, Wang et al.
(2020) studied the urbanization-emissions interconnectedness in
APEC nations utilizing Dynamic Unrelated Seemingly Regression
(DSUR) and the research result disclosed that urbanization plays
a vital role in the degradation of the environment in the APEC
nations.
The positive effect of agriculture on economic growth is vital; however, its adverse effect on the environment cannot be
neglected. Several studies have been done investigating this connection. For example, Orhan et al. (2021) scrutinized agriculture’s
influence on emissions in India using data from 1965–2019. The
investigators applied wavelet coherence to establish this connection and the study outcome disclosed a positive agricultureemissions association. This implies that agricultural activities
in India mitigate the quality of the environment. Similarly, using Pakistan as a case study, Waheed et al. (2018) assessed
agriculture-emissions interconnection using data from 1990–
2014. The investigators applied ARDL, and the research outcome
disclosed positive agriculture emissions association in Pakistan.
Likewise, using North Africa countries as a case study, Ben Jebli
and Ben Youssef (2017) scrutinized the agriculture-emissions interconnectedness using data stretching between 1980 and 2011.
The investigators’ utilized panel techniques and the outcome
disclosed a negative agriculture-emissions interconnection.
Renewable energy utilization has been established to play a
vital role in combating environmental damage. As a result, several
studies have assessed the renewable energy (REC) influence on
emissions. For example, Kirikkaleli and Adebayo (2021) scrutinized the REC-emissions interrelationship in India using FMOLS
and their outcome disclosed negative REC-emissions, which implies that REC has a vital influence in enhancing the quality
of the environment. Similarly, Ahmed et al. (2021) looked into
the influence of REC on the United States emissions level using
data from 1985 to 2017. The investigators’ utilized ARDL and
the outcome disclosed a negative REC-CO2 in the United States.
Similarly, Udemba (2021) scrutinized the REC-CO2 association in
Chile using data that spans from 1990 to 2018. The investigator applied the NARDL, and the study outcome revealed that
unfavorable (favorable) shock in REC mitigates emissions levels
in Chile. Likewise, the study of Dogan and Seker (2016) on the
REC-emissions interrelationship in the European Union over the
period 1980–2012 disclosed a negative REC-CO2 interrelationship.
Likewise, the study of Pata (2021) using data between 1971
and 2016 for BRICS economies found negative interconnection
between RE and emissions, implying an upsurge in REC mitigates
CO2 emissions.
The studies reviewed above have presented mixed findings
on the drivers of carbon emissions. Hence, the present paper
differentiates itself by offering a robust analysis on the effect of
renewable energy, agriculture, financial development, economic
growth and urbanization on CO2 emissions in Turkey within
2010
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the context of innovative econometric techniques such as nonparametric causality, Quantile Unit Root, Quantile-on-Quantile
(QQ) Regression, and Quantile Cointegration. Investigating these
techniques’ interaction enables us to unlock the uniqueness of the
approaches, resulting in reliable estimates that assist proactive
policy decisions.

world bank, and it is calculated as GDP Per capita (in constant
2010 US$), financial development is obtained from the database
of the world bank, and it is calculated as the amount of domestic
credit to the private sector as a percentage of GDP (in constant
2010 USD), urbanization data is obtained from the database of
the world bank, and it is calculated as urban population. Furthermore, agriculture is obtained from World Bank, and it is
measured as Agriculture, fishing, and forestry, value-added (in
constant 2010 US$). Fig. 1 presents trends of variables utilized.
Furthermore, Fig. 2 presents the flow of analysis. The function
of the model is present, which is followed by the preliminary
tests. In the next stage, we applied QQR to capture the effect
of the independent variables on the dependent variable. Lastly,
we used non-parametric granger causality to capture the causal
association between the independent and dependent variables in
each quantile.

3. Theoretical underpinning, data, and method used
3.1. Theoretical underpinning
Turkey’s current energy usage trend has a detrimental ecological externality since fossil fuel-based energy provides a crucial
stimulant to economic expansion. Increasing economic progress
has caused a spike in employment possibilities in Turkey. As a
result, in the expectation of a higher quality of life, population
migration from rural regions has increased in Turkey’s urban
centers. The increasing urban population has put a strain on the
infrastructure in the urban areas. Although total income levels
grow with the increase in urbanization, living standards improve
disproportionately as the wage gap between unskilled and skilled
labors widens (Oladipupo et al., 2021; Sinha et al., 2021). As a
result, shadow cities and slums emerge, and residents in these
places increasingly lack access to clean fuels for cooking. As a
result, pollution levels grow in peripheral locations and urban
areas. Nonetheless, as total income rises, so does the demand for
consumables and durables, which in turn leads to an increase in
manufacturing and agricultural production. Therefore, to increase
these two production activities, the Turkish government must
mobilize funds to give more access to production components.
Demand for arable lands is primarily driven by deforestation to
improve agricultural operations, which impacts the internalization of adverse ecological externalities. On the other hand, since
Turkey is heavily reliant on energy-intensive sectors, a surge in
output results in increases emissions.
Policymakers have been prioritizing the usage of renewable
energy sources in order to solve the problem of growing levels of
emissions and to meet the goals of Agenda 2030. Although Turkey
lags behind its advanced economy counterparts, it is possible
that the spread and development of renewable energy generating
technologies across the continent might begin to mitigate the
negative environmental externalities brought on by the current
economic expansion path. As a result, confronting the problem of
ecological deterioration in Turkey necessitates the development
of a policy framework that encompasses these consequences.
By taking this brief explanation as a guide, it can be assumed
that Turkey’s economic expansion is exerting an environmental
strain by triggering pollution. As a result, the increase in CO2
emissions in Turkey may be attributed to economic expansion
and its potential drivers. In order to continue this discussion,
the functional form of this interrelationship can be postulated as
follows:
CO2t f (GDPt , FDt , URBt , AGRICt , RECt )

3.3. Methodology
3.3.1. Quantile-on-Quantile Regression (QQR) approach
Furthermore, we evaluate the broad interrelationship between
independent and dependent variables using Sim and Zhou’s (2015)
Quantile-on-Quantile technique. This approach is a modification
on normal quantile regression (QR), which focuses on the influence of quantiles of a single independent variable on the different
quantiles of the dependent variable. This method is primarily
dependent on the use of non-parametric estimates and QR. To
begin, conventional quantile regression is used to investigate the
influence of an explanatory variable on various quantiles of the
dependent variable. The conventional quantile regression model
initiated by (Koenker and Bassett Jr, 1978) is an advancement of
the conventional least-square framework. In contrast to the linear
regression (LR) model, QR looks at the influence of a variable not
only on the dependent variable’s conditional mean, as well as on
distinct quantiles. The QR model, as opposed to the least square
approach, presents a more thorough connection in this way.
Furthermore, standard LR, as presented by (Stone, 1977) and
(Cleveland, 1979), is used to investigate the influence of the
independent variable’s particular quantile on the dependent variable. Blending these approaches, namely conventional QR and
traditional LR, allows researchers to investigate the influence of
different quantiles of the independent variable on different quantiles of the dependent variable. As a result, combining these two
approaches can aid us to comprehend the underlying association
better than using only one methodology, such as OLS or conventional QR. Subsequently, using the following non-parametric
quantile regression model, we assess the influence of diverse
quantiles of X on the diverse quantiles of Y utilizing Quantile-onQuantile estimation initiated by Sim and Zhou (2015) as follows:
Yt = β ϑ (Xt ) + µθt

(1)

(2)

where, Yt and Xt stands for dependent and independent variables in time t, θ is the θ th quantile on the distribution of X.
Additionally, the error term is depicted by µθt , and estimated θ th
quantile is equal to zero. Furthermore, α θ (.) is unidentified since
no information on X and Y interrelationship is unknown. Lastly,
while using non-parametric analysis, it is critical to understand
the bandwidth selection. The benefit of this bandwidth is that
it aids in the simplification of the target point, the size of the
quarter backdrops, and, as a consequence, bandwidth gearshifts
the result’s speed. A large bandwidth, h, decreases variance whilst
raising estimate deviation and vice versa. In this paper, we adopt
the bandwidth value h = 0.05, as advocated by Sim and Zhou
(2015).

Where FD, URB, AGRIC, REC, GDP and CO2 represents financial
development, urbanization, agriculture, RE, economic expansion,
and CO2 emissions.
3.2. Data
The current study assesses the economic growth, financial
development, RE, urbanization and agriculture effect on emissions of CO2 in Turkey using a quarterly dataset stretching from
1985 to 2019. The data for CO2 is obtained from the database
of British petroleum and is measured as metric tones per capita.
The economic growth data is obtained from the database of the
2011
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Fig. 1. Trend of Variables of Investigation from 1985 to 2019.

economic growth, agriculture, renewable energy consumption,
urbanization, and financial development on CO2 are argued to be
heterogeneous and non-linear.
3.3.2. Non-parametric causality-in-quantiles
In order to assess the causal effect of financial development,
economic growth, agriculture, RE, and urbanization on CO2 emissions, we applied the non-parametric causality suggested by
Balcilar et al. (2016). This approach can be utilized to assess
the variance and mean causation interrelationship between CO2
emissions and the regressors (financial development, economic
growth, agriculture, urbanization, and renewable energy). It is
a hybrid of two frameworks that were created via kth order
non-parametric causality initiated by Nishiyama et al. (2011)
and non-parametric quantile causality initiated by Jeong et al.
(2012). Instead of using a normal causality test, this method is
more useful since it can detect non-linear causation between
the variables of interest. It may also detect general non-linear
dynamic dependency and is immune to the highest data levels.
4. Findings and discussion
4.1. Summary statistics

Fig. 2. Flow of Analysis.

We commenced the empirical analysis by discussing a brief
summary and unit root tests of the variables utilized which
is presented in Table 1. Agriculture (10.774) has the highest
mean, which ranges from 10.632 to 10.960. This is followed
by financial development (1.4171), which ranges from 1.1353
to 1.8210; CO2 emissions (1.8210), which range from 0.3226
to 0.7209, urbanization (1.816047) which ranges from 1.719 to
1.8786, economic growth (3.9580), which ranges from 3.7478
to 7.8030, and renewable energy (0.7209) which ranges from

The adoption of the QQ is best suited for this study since
the theoretical relationship between CO2 emissions and agriculture, economic growth, RE consumption, urbanization, and
financial development are complex, and modeling such a complicated relationship is presumably challenging with traditional
linear econometric techniques such as the ordinary least squares
(OLS). Also, the QQ is vital for this study since the influence of
2012
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Table 1
Descriptive statistics and unit root tests.
CO2
AGRI
FD
GDP
REC
URB

Mean

Median

Max

Min

SD

Skewness

Kurtosis

JB

ADF

PP

0.5575
10.774
1.4171
3.9580
0.2080
1.816047

0.5540
10.752
1.3095
3.9187
0.2057
1.8193

0.7209
10.960
1.8210
4.1820
0.6702
1.8786

0.3226
10.632
1.1353
3.7478
−0.2065
1.7197

0.1079
0.0886
0.2327
0.1281
0.1679
0.0433

−0.2968

2.0363
2.0595
1.8242
1.8767
3.3893
2.3116

7.4731
11.366
17.519
9.5683
5.2646
1.7772

−3.644b
−5.958a
−3.348c
−3.956b
−3.451b
−3.660b

−5.622a
−8.873a
−5.251a
−5.568a
−5.925a
−9.560a

0.5157
0.6366
0.3076
−0.1277
0.0433

p < 0.01.
P < 0.05.
c
P < 0.1.
a

b

Table 2
BDS test.
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
a

CO2

GDP

FD

AGRIC

URB

REC

50.510a
[0.000]
53.674a
[0.000]
57.628a
[0.000]
63.578a
[0.000]
71.984a
[0.000]

51.192a
[0.000]
54.392a
[0.000]
58.633a
[0.000]
65.073a
[0.000]
74.049a
[0.000]

37.885a
[0.000]
40.067a
[0.000]
43.006a
[0.000]
47.605a
[0.000]
53.983a
[0.000]

41.915a
[0.000]
44.155a
[0.000]
47.271a
[0.000]
52.085a
[0.000]
59.084a
[0.000]

55.956a
[0.000]
59.847a
[0.000]
64.941a
[0.000]
72.446a
[0.000]
82.808a
[0.000]

25.318a
[0.000]
26.035a
[0.000]
27.250a
[0.000]
29.386a
[0.000]
32.792a
[0.000]

p < 0.01.

−0.2065 to 0.6702. Furthermore, the skewness unveiled that re-

4.3. Quantile unit root and quantile cointegration outcomes

newable energy (REC), urbanization (URB), and Carbon emissions
(CO2 ) are negatively skewed while financial development (FD),
economic growth (GDP), and agriculture (AGRIC) are positively
skewed. The kurtosis results also disclosed that all the variables
with the exemption of REC affirmed normality. Moreover, the
JB statistics disclosed that at a significance level of 1%, the null
hypothesis of ‘‘data are normally distributed’’ is rejected. As a
result, FD, CO2 , AGRIC, URB and GDP data distribution is not
normal (asymmetric). Another reason to adopt the QQR approach
is that variables do not conform to normality. To validate the nonlinearity across various data ranges, we did a follow-up test on
JB statistics. Furthermore, we applied both ADF and PP unit root
tests to ascertain the order of series integration, and the outcomes
are presented in Table 1. The results have shown that only URB
is stationary at level; nevertheless, all series are stationary after
the first difference is taken.

We checked stationarity and cointegration characteristics of
variables before proceeding with QQR estimates. Table 3 illustrates the results of the ADF and PP unit tests, indicating that
FD, URB, CO2 , GDP, AGRIC, and REC are non-stationary at level,
indicating the existence of unit root. Generally, all the series have
a unit-root, and these series turn stationarity at the first difference, according to the findings. On the other hand, conventional
unit root tests are predicated on conditional means, and data on
variables has an atypical distribution; hence, the findings of these
tests may result in erroneous conclusions (Balcilar et al., 2016;
Sharif et al., 2019). We utilized the quantile autoregressive (QAR)
unit root test, popularized by Koenker and Xiao (2004), on the
first differenced parameters to validate unit root within different
quantiles. The results of the quantile unit root are depicted in
Table 4, which shows that all model variables are stationary after
the first difference. At the 1% significance level, the test statistics
across various quantiles (0.05–0.95) indicate the existence of unit
root at each level of the conditional distribution. We proceed
to assess their long-run association characteristics between the
variables after confirming their stationarity properties. In doing
so, we applied quantile cointegration initiated by Xiao (2009).
The quantile cointegration outcome is depicted in Table 4 and
the outcome unveiled evidence of cointegration between CO2 and
each regressor. Thus, the null hypothesis of ‘‘linear cointegration
exists’’ is rejected in favor of the alternative hypothesis of ‘‘Nonlinear cointegration exists’’ between CO2 and each regressor at a
significance level of 1%.

4.2. Non-linearity test outcomes
In addition to the JB test, we utilize the BDS test initiated
by Broock et al. (1996), which was created within chaos theory and is regarded as one of the most prominent tests for
non-linearity. We use the BDS non-linearity test to re-affirm nonlinearity assumption prior to starting unit-root, cointegration, and
subsequent estimates utilizing QQR. The BDS test outcomes are
depicted in Table 2, which indicates that all variables’ are nonlinear since the p-value is significant at each prescribed level
between M2 and M6 for FD, CO2 , GDP, REC, AGRIC and URB. Due
to financial crises, structural changes, socio-economic turbulence,
and a variety of institutional and political factors, time-series data
typically have non-normal features (Cheng et al., 2021; Ikram
et al., 2021). As a result, the following estimate procedures are
chosen based on the non-linearity assumption. In light of data
characteristics, the QQR modeling approach is the most suited
technique for simultaneously accounting for non-linearity and
structural changes.

4.4. Quantile-on-quantile regression (QQR) results
Following the demonstration of a long-run cointegrating relationship between CO2 emissions and the regressors, this research
applied (Sim and Zhou, 2015) quantile-on-quantile regression
(QQR) approach to capture the effect of financial development
(FD), economic expansion (GDP), urbanization (URB), agriculture
(AGRIC) and renewable energy utilization (REC) on carbon emissions (CO2 ) in Turkey between 1985 and 2019. The slope coefficients of the QQR are represented in three-dimensional graphs.
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Table 3
Quantile unit root test outcomes.

0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95

Financial Development

Economic Growth

Urbanization

Renewable Energy

CO2 Emissions

T-statistics

CV

T-statistics

CV

T-statistics

CV

T-statistics

CV

T-statistics

CV

T-statistics

CV

−1.2738

−2.7178
−2.6383
−2.5712
−2.6873
−2.7917
−2.8507
−2.7549
−2.7899
−2.6646
−2.7785
−2.7152
−2.7396
−2.6668
−2.6279
−2.5928
−2.6588
−2.4420
−2.1832
−2.1200

−1.4695

−2.1200
−2.2901
−2.3476
−2.5521
−2.6846
−2.7132
−2.6860
−2.7154
−2.6636
−2.6718
−2.7371
−2.7864
−2.6964
−2.5129
−2.4949
−2.3199
−2.1602
−2.2286
−2.1200

1.4139
1.6754
1.3326
−0.9137
−1.3211
−1.6793
−1.8757
−1.9521
−1.1869
−0.1688
−0.8866
−0.8724
−0.8770
−0.8539
−1.3879
−1.6650
1.5000
1.4081
1.1951

−2.7763
−2.5715
−2.3914
−2.3364
−2.1261
−2.3982
−2.3668
−2.5395
−2.3462
−2.5909
−2.5313
−2.6246
−2.3541
−2.5072
−2.3441
−2.4235
−2.1254
−2.1758
−2.1242

−0.9059
−1.1850
−1.9527

−2.5826
−2.6487
−2.3366
−2.1513
−2.1281
−2.1583
−2.3763
−2.2987
−2.2016
−2.5583
−2.6683
−2.1200
−2.1328
−2.2078
−2.1200
−2.1200
−2.1200
−2.1200
−2.6268

0.7202
1.1213
1.8051
−1.0454
−1.1330
−0.7334
−0.1920
−0.1289
−0.3108
0.2792
0.2749
0.4666
0.7084
0.7532
1.9727
2.4104
−2.5967
−1.9454
−0.9824

−2.1736
−2.3355
−2.1292
−2.2237
−2.1200
−2.5095
−2.3939
−2.6487
−2.3366
−2.6192
−2.3231
−2.1292
−2.3903
−2.5090
−2.3704
−2.7605
−2.8267
−2.5618
−2.6582

−1.5635

−2.1200
−2.2219
−2.1387
−2.5568
−2.6881
−2.7295
−2.7794
−2.7368
−2.7652
−2.8249
−2.8039
−2.8331
−2.7409
−2.6146
−2.6353
−2.7425
−2.3268
−2.2437
−2.1631

1.1346
0.9557
0.7504
0.6156
0.4456
−0.0171
−0.1138
−0.6217
−1.4035
−1.6049
−1.0982
−1.4902
−1.7856
−1.7256
−1.2269
−1.4845
−1.7916
1.5831

1.4378
1.4519
1.0816
0.2542
0.2510
−0.0363
−0.1388
−0.0495
0.3512
0.1559
−0.4085
−0.3188
−0.6842
−1.0219
−1.2283
−1.0980
−1.0813
1.5446

Agriculture

1.5924
1.0976
0.2863
0.4749
0.0421
0.5242
0.5730
1.1376
1.4297
1.4453
1.8740
1.8049
1.4090
−1.4820
−1.2921
−1.0086

0.7225
−0.3305
−0.3529
−0.3211
−1.2309
−1.5555
−1.1300
−1.4007
−1.2475
−1.5862
−1.2324
−1.5480
−1.1926
−1.1149
−1.1973
−1.9100
−1.6054
1.5554

Notes: The table presents point estimates-statistics and critical values for the 5% level of significance. If the t-statistic value is less than the critical value, then the
null hypothesis of β (π ) = 1 is rejected at the 5% level.
Table 4
Quantile cointegration test outcomes.
Model

Coeff

Supτ |Vπ (τ )|

CV1%

CV5%

CV10%

CO2t Vs GDPt

β
α
β
α
β
α
β
α
β
α

7837.14
224.101
7952.79
703.392
3513.12
345.602
3227.03
282.991
3711.21
352.578

4822.44
131.218
4988.14
416.853
2841.08
268.475
2491.54
181.570
3199.42
291.618

3866.64
69.214
3822.83
323.187
2181.21
272.772
2168.91
149.108
2381.83
221.524

2841.05
51.375
2646.38
182.101
1782.10
275.872
1981.22
121.482
1952.72
142.812

CO2t Vs RECt
CO2t Vs FDt
CO2t Vs AGRICt
CO2t Vs URBt

Figs. 3a–3e unveils the coefficient of slope estimates, β1 (θ, τ ),
which identifies the effect of the τ th quantile of X on the θ th
quantile of Y, at dissimilar values of θ and τ for Turkey. The
outcomes of the QQR are presented in Figs. 3a–3e.
The GDP influence on CO2 in Turkey is depicted in Fig. 4a.
The coefficient of the slope ranges between 0.4 and 1.6. In the
lower and middle tail (0.1–0.65) of GDP and CO2 , the influence
of GDP is strong and positive; however, in the higher tail (0.70–
0.95) of CO2 , the effect of GDP is weak and positive. Generally, in
all quantiles (0.1–0.95), the influence of GDP on CO2 is positive,
which implies that in all quantiles, an upsurge in CO2 is caused by
an upsurge in GDP in Turkey. Moreover, the FD influence on CO2
in Turkey is represented in Fig. 4b. The coefficient of the slope
ranges between −1.5 and 1.5. In the lower tail (0.1–0.3) of both
FD and CO2 emissions, the FD effect on CO2 is negative, implying
that FD plays a crucial role in abating CO2 emissions in Turkey in
the lower quantiles. Furthermore, in the middle and higher tail
(0.4–0.90), the FD impact on CO2 is positive, suggesting that FD
contributes to the degradation of the environment in the middle
and higher tail. In summary, the positive effect of FD on CO2 is
more established compared to the negative effect on CO2 .
Fig. 3c presents the urbanization (URB) effect on CO2 in Turkey.
In the higher tail (0.60–0.95) of URB and lower tail (0.1–0.3) of
CO2 , the URB influence on CO2 is positive and significant. Also,
the effect of URB on CO2 is positive in the middle and higher
tail (0.35–0.80) of both URB and CO2 . In summary, urbanization’s
influence on CO2 is positive in all quantiles. This implies that
an upsurge in the urban population mitigates the quality of the
environment in Turkey. Thus, the urban population in Turkey

Fig. 3a. Effect of Economic Growth on Carbon Emissions.

is not eco-friendly. The agriculture (AGRIC) influence on CO2 in
Turkey is illustrated in Fig. 3d. In the lower and middle tails (0.2–
0.6) of AGRIC and CO2 , the AGRIC influence on CO2 is significant
and positive; however, in the higher tail (0.60–0.90) of AGRIC and
CO2 , the AGRIC influence on CO2 is weak and positive. This simply
implies that in the middle and lower tail, the AGRIC effect on CO2
is more pronounced at the higher tail. Lastly, Fig. 3e presents the
renewable energy (REC) influence on CO2 emissions in Turkey.
In the lower tail (0.1–0.3) of REC and CO2 , the effect of REC on
CO2 is positive and weak. However, in the middle tail (0.4–0.70)
of CO2 and REC, the REC effect on CO2 is negative, implying
that in the middle quantiles (0.35–0.70), the REC influence on
CO2 is negative. Therefore, REC contributes to an increase in
environmental sustainability in the middle tail. Furthermore, in
the higher tail (0.75–0.95) of CO2 , the influence of REC on CO2 is
positive and weak, which suggests that a surge in REC mitigates
the quality of the environment in the higher tail.
Robustness check
The QQ technique is used as a way of allocating the coefficient
in a conventional quantile regression framework. It enables the
explicit coefficients of the regressor to be obtained at various
quantiles. The quantile regression (QR) framework is easily built
2014
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Fig. 3b. Effect of Financial Development on Carbon Emissions.

Fig. 3e. Effect of Renewable Energy on Carbon Emissions.

clear similarity between the slope coefficients of QQR and QR.
Also, Fig. 4c confirmed the positive impact of agriculture on CO2
has disclosed by the QQR approach. Furthermore, the QQR and
QR outcomes are similar to each other. Fig. 4d affirms the QQ
approach outcome on the effect of urbanization on CO2 . In the
lower, middle, and higher tails, urbanization’s influence on CO2
is positive. Also, there is a clear similarity between the slope
coefficients of QQR and QR. Lastly, Fig. 4e confirmed the outcomes
of the QQR for the impact of REC on CO2 . Moreover, there is a clear
similarity between the slope coefficients of QQR and QR.
4.5. Non-parametric causality-in-quantiles outcomes

Fig. 3c. Effect of Urbanization on Carbon Emissions.

To be able to assess the causal effect of fossil fuel (FF), economic growth (GDP), renewable energy (REC) and economic complexity (ECI) on the ecological footprint (ECF), we applied the
non-parametric causality suggested by Balcilar et al. (2016). This
approach can be utilized to assess the variance and mean causation interrelationship between ECF and the regressors
The results of the non-parametric causality test are presented
in Figs. 5a–5e and Table 5, respectively. The causal influence of
GDP on CO2 is presented in Fig. 5a, and the outcomes disclosed
that causality from GDP to CO2 in the lower and middle quantiles
(0.2–0.65) of CO2 emissions provisional distribution. In addition,
GDP volatility can be seen in the Figure, and the outcome disclosed causality from GDP to CO2 in all quantiles (0.1–0.90) of
CO2 conditional distribution. Furthermore, the causal influence of
financial development on CO2 is presented in Fig. 5c, and the outcomes disclosed causality from financial development to CO2 in
the lower and middle tails (0.2–0.65) of CO2 emissions provisional
distribution. In addition, financial development volatility can be
seen in Fig. 5b, and the outcome disclosed causality from financial
development to CO2 in the middle and lower tail (0.1–0. 85) of
CO2 conditional distribution
Moreover, the causal influence of urbanization on CO2 is presented in Fig. 5c, and the outcomes disclosed causality from
urbanization to CO2 in the lower and middle quantiles (0.2–0.65)
of CO2 emissions provisional distribution. In addition, GDP volatility can be seen in Fig. 5c, and the outcome disclosed causality
from GDP to CO2 in the higher, middle and lower tail (0.1–0.70)
of CO2 conditional distribution. Additionally, the causal influence
of agriculture on CO2 is presented by Fig. 5d, and the outcomes
disclosed causality from agriculture to CO2 in the middle quantiles (0.40–0.70) of CO2 emissions provisional distribution. Also,

Fig. 3d. Effect of Agriculture on Carbon Emissions.

using the quantile of X (Y) on Y (X), and the quantile regression
coefficients can be indexed separately by σ . The QQ techniques,
as stated above, consider the π th quantile influence of X (Y) on
the quantile of Y (X) at different values of π and σ . As a result, this
technique elucidates more comprehensive specifics connected to
X and Y in relation to the QR model.
Fig. 4a affirms the QQ approach outcome for the GDP effect
on CO2 . In all the lower, middle, and higher tails, GDP influence
on CO2 is positive. Furthermore, there is a clear similarity between the slope coefficients of QQR and QR. Furthermore, Fig. 4b
validates the QQR approach above. In all quantiles, the financial
development influence on CO2 is positive. Moreover, there is a
2015
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Fig. 4. Comparison of quantile regression and QQ estimates.

agriculture volatility can be seen in Fig. 5b, and the outcome
disclosed causality from agriculture to CO2 in the higher, middle
and lower tail (0.1–0.70) of CO2 conditional distribution. Lastly,
the causal influence of REC use on CO2 is presented by Fig. 5e,
and the outcomes disclosed causality from renewable energy to
CO2 in the lower tail (0.2–0.45) of CO2 emissions provisional
distribution. In addition, renewable energy volatility can be seen
in Fig. 5e, and the outcome disclosed causality from renewable
energy to CO2 in the middle and lower tail (0.2–0.70) of CO2
conditional distribution. This outcome disclosed that agriculture,
renewable energy, economic growth, financial development, and
urbanization could predict significant variation in CO2 at different

quantiles. These outcomes have significant policy implications for
policymakers in Turkey.
4.6. Discussions of findings
This empirical analysis commences by assessing the series’
stationarity properties, followed by the non-linearity test. The
outcomes of the BDS test disclosed that all the series are nonlinear. Therefore, using linear techniques will produce misleading
outcomes. The study further conducts a non-linear cointegration
test, and the outcomes reveal evidence of non-linear cointegration between CO2 emissions and the regressors. This is followed
2016
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Table 5
Quantile causality in mean and variance.

0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
a
b

Financial Development

Economic Growth

Urbanization

Mean

Variance

Mean

Variance

Mean

Variance

Agriculture
Mean

Variance

Renewable Energy
Mean

Variance

1.1079
1.3682
1.8725b
2.2735a
2.6744a
2.3641a
2.0262a
1.7643b
1.5650
1.7844b
1.7860b
1.6945b
1.5761
0.9539
0.6264
0.8129
0.6699

2.6319a
2.6818a
2.8516a
2.4289a
2.5705a
2.7277a
2.5749a
2.4803a
2.6345a
2.5330a
2.4801a
2.1951a
2.1880a
2.2131a
1.8874b
1.4427
1.1809

1.1627
1.2732
1.9507b
1.9862a
2.2187a
2.1291a
2.3627a
2.1624a
2.0043a
1.8094b
2.0116a
1.8315b
1.9277b
1.1902b
0.8618
0.7257
0.6364

3.1622a
3.2428a
2.9993a
3.2294a
3.0176a
3.2202a
3.3369a
3.0302a
3.2948a
3.3999a
3.2032a
3.2216a
2.5949a
2.3059a
2.1138a
1.5673
1.3171

1.1129
1.0372
1.3127
1.7738b
1.8412b
1.9556b
1.9779a
1.8637b
1.7377b
1.7236b
1.6272
0.7922
0.7753
0.5174
0.3926
0.5200
0.3965

2.1915a
2.2765a
2.3387a
2.7940a
2.8903a
2.7499a
2.8760a
2.7222a
2.6696a
2.4216a
2.3197a
1.7663b
1.6914
1.38757
1.2347
1.0230
1.0004

0.8500
0.9556
1.0841
1.1336
1.3411
1.3721
1.4436
1.6269
1.7648b
1.9014b
1.8170b
1.7447b
1.1134
0.9273
0.6514
0.5452
0.3877

2.4122a
2.4521a
2.6137a
2.8263a
3.0423a
2.7160a
2.6667a
2.6652a
2.2302a
1.8655b
1.9220b
2.1891a
1.7041b
1.8492b
1.7356b
1.1799
1.1954

1.3287
1.3898
1.7698
1.8203
2.0368
1.8486
1.8115
1.7219
1.2508
1.0415
1.0195
0.8779
0.9688
0.9187
1.0409
0.8335
0.5563

2.6329a
2.8633a
2.9808a
3.0427a
3.1110a
3.2810a
2.4951a
2.3243a
2.2560a
2.0078a
1.7754b
1.9411b
2.1458a
1.9977a
1.9713a
1.2816
1.0841

Significance level of 5%.
Significance level of 10%.

Fig. 5c. Causality in Mean and Variance from URB to CO2 .

Fig. 5a. Causality in Mean and Variance from GDP to CO2 .

Fig. 5d. Causality in Mean and Variance from AGRIC to CO2 .

Fig. 5b. Causality in Mean and Variance from FD to CO2 .

Turkey’s current economic development pattern is unsustainable, as evidenced by the GDP influence on carbon emissions.
This finding suggests that Turkey’s rising CO2 emissions are due
to its continued economic expansion trajectory. This result was
confirmed by the studies of Pata (2018) for Turkey Kirikkaleli
et al. (2021a) for Turkey, Su et al. (2021) for Brazil, and Yuping
et al. (2021) for Argentina, who established a positive growth
emissions interrelationship. Nevertheless, this study contradicts
the studies of Usman et al. (2020) for the United States and
Adebayo et al. (2021) for Sweden, who affirmed that economic
expansion enhances the quality of the environment.

by the quantile-on-quantile regression (QQR) approach, and the
outcomes from the QQR disclosed the following:
The influence of GDP on CO2 emissions is positive in all quantiles. This outcome demonstrates that Turkey favors growth to the
detriment of ecological damage. This result relates to the basic
problem of the growth-development trade-off, which is discussed
in the (UNESCAP, 2021) report. The pervasive pro-growth attitude
in developing economies is reflected in the Turkish context, and
this issue might be connected to the Turkish economy’s fossil
fuel-fueled development pattern. Achieving the SDG 13 objectives
in Turkey will be difficult premised on this outcome. As a result,
2017
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agricultural operations. Deforestation will occur via the pathway
of deforestation, and the development of agricultural activities
will put an ecological strain on the environment. The expansionary influence of agricultural output on CO2 emissions lends
credence to this argument. This result validates the findings of
Orhan et al. (2021) for India, Chen et al. (2019) for China and
Aydoğan and Vardar (2020) for the E-7 economies.
The findings of the research show that Turkey’s economic
expansion trajectory is unsustainable in terms of the environment, with Turkey’s dependence on non-renewable energy being
a major factor. This topic can be likened to the seminal paper on
‘‘Limits to Growth’’, which was produced by the Club of Rome
economists (Meadows et al., 2014). Considering this debate as
a guide, it can be inferred that long-term dependence on nonrenewable energy will undermine the foundation of development.
As a result, policymakers must take steps to begin the transition to renewable energy. A significant part of this strategy is
developing and deploying renewable energy solutions. Gradually
increasing Turkey’s reliance on renewable energy solutions can
help the country by not only reducing emissions but also addressing the energy security issue. The contractionary influence
of renewable energy use on CO2 emissions provides evidence for
this viewpoint. The steady increase in renewable energy consumption in Turkey suggests that the current pro-growth policy
myopia may have to be realigned in the quest for sustainable
development. Our findings unveiled that renewable energy utilization only plays a vital role in curbing CO2 in the middle tail
in the case of Turkey. Therefore, these outcomes have serious
policy implications for Turkey regarding the shift to renewable
energy utilization. This outcome aligns with the studies of Alola
et al. (2021) for China and Pata (2018) for Turkey, who reported
that renewable energy use contributes to the degradation of the
environment. However, the studies of Kirikkaleli et al. (2021a) for
Chile and Yuping et al. (2021) for Argentina refuted this finding.
The quantile regression (QR) is applied in the form of a robustness check to the QQR. The outcomes of the QR validate the QQR,
as shown in Fig. 4(a–e). This shows that our findings are robust.
Furthermore, we applied the non-parametric causality initiated
by Balcilar et al. (2016) to assess the causal effect of financial
development, economic growth, agriculture, RE, and urbanization
on CO2 emissions. The advantage of this approach is that it can be
utilized to assess the variance and mean causation interrelationship between variables. This outcome revealed that agriculture,
renewable energy, economic growth, financial development, and
urbanization could predict significant variations in CO2 at different quantiles. These outcomes have significant policy implications
for policymakers in Turkey.

Fig. 5e. Causality in Mean and Variance from REC to CO2 .

It may now be expected that economic expansion does not
always negatively affect the environment. As a result, the influence of economic expansion accelerators on CO2 emissions must
be examined in order to comprehend the dynamics of this externality. In all quantiles, the influence of financial development on
CO2 is positive. Turkey’s strong development prospects are wellknown, and the economic boom needs financial mobilization.
Financialization toward the growth of manufacturing processes
contributes to economic expansion. Since the bulk of these production processes are labor-intensive, it is to be anticipated that
they will be less energy efficient. As a result, financialization may
have adverse effects on the environment in Turkey as a result of
the growth of production processes. This reasoning can be used to
refute the expansionary impact of financial development on CO2
emissions. This outcome is consistent with the study of He et al.
(2021a) for Mexico, who established that an upsurge in financial
development contributes to environmental damage. Nonetheless,
the outcome contradicts the study of Kirikkaleli et al. (2021b) for
Chile, who established that financial development aids in curbing
emissions.
Furthermore, the influence of urbanization on CO2 emissions is
positive in all quantiles. As the economy grows, so does the number of employment openings. Since Turkey’s industrial growth is
mostly focused in semi-urban and urban areas, job possibilities
are likewise centered in these locations. As the number of job
openings grows, so does the anticipation of a better standard
of living, as the total amount of income rises as well. This expectation will begin to lure individuals from rural regions to
urban areas, resulting in an increase in the urban population.
Since employment possibilities are now split by skill level, the
urban population will soon be separated into unskilled and skilled
labor. As a consequence of this separation, economic and social
differences may widen, leading to the creation of slum regions
and shadow cities in urban areas. Individuals in these regions will
lack access to clean cooking fuels, thus leading to a rise in carbon
dioxide emissions as a result of this unsustainable energy consumption behavior. The expansionary influence of urbanization
on CO2 supports this viewpoint. The study’s outcome is validated
by the studies of Soylu et al. (2021) for China and Orhan et al.
(2021) for India, who established that urbanization deteriorates
the quality of the environment.
Furthermore, the influence of agriculture on emissions of CO2
is positive in all quantiles, which indicates that a surge in agricultural activities dampens the quality of the environment. As the
general income level rises, so will the demand for consumables
and durables. While the increase in manufacturing activities may
be consistent with the demand for durable goods, the need for
consumables will necessitate the extension of agricultural activities. More arable areas will be required in order to increase

5. Conclusion and policy direction
5.1. Conclusion
This study assessed the influence of agriculture, financial development, economic growth, urbanization and REC on CO2 emissions in Turkey using quarterly data stretching from 1985 to 2019.
In doing so, we applied recent econometric techniques such as
non-parametric Granger causality and quantile-on-quantile regression (QQR). By applying the QQ and non-parametric causality
approaches, the present research adds to the ongoing studies and
policy suggestions on the effect of agriculture, financial development, economic growth, urbanization, and REC on CO2 emissions.
The advantage of the QQR is that it offers more comprehensive
knowledge on the influence of quantiles of the independent variables on the quantiles of CO2 emissions. The results of the QQR
revealed that in all quantiles, agriculture, financial development,
economic growth, and urbanization mitigate environmental quality, while in the middle quantile, renewable energy consumption
2018
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5.3. Limitation of the study

enhances the quality of the environment. Furthermore, the QR
was applied as a robustness check, and the outcomes comply with
the QQR outcomes. Moreover, we applied the novel causality test
in mean and variance, and the outcomes revealed that agriculture, economic growth, financial development, urbanization, and
RE use could predict significant variables in CO2 emissions at
different quantiles.

Lastly, we recognize the constraints of our research and recognize that it can be expanded in the future. The current research utilized a bivariate analytical technique, which might be
restricted given the size of the problem we were addressing.
Our research used a baseline technique to explain the drivers
of environmental degradation. Therefore, further research can
examine the impact of financial development, economic expansion, urbanization, and renewable energy use on ecological footprint, a comprehensive metric of environmental destruction as
well as other determinants of environmental degradation such
as globalization, economic complexity, institutional quality and
public–private investment in energy.

5.2. Policy framework
Long-term dependency on non-renewables might stymie the
adoption of these solutions, disrupting the economic expansion
trajectory. As a result, these policy tools must be tailored so
that environmental damage is addressed and Turkey’s economy advances toward achieving the SDGs. As the populace of
Turkey’s urban centers grows, so does the need for energy. Therefore, policymakers may choose a phase-by-phase implementation
timetable to meet the extra energy demand originating from
households. In the first case, policy and decision-makers may
consider subsidizing the RE solutions for domestic use. Since this
action would have some unfavorable financial consequences, it
is necessary to take a complementary step by evaluating the
industry players. With the involvement of households, industrial
actors will be able to access clean and sustainable energy at a predetermined cost set by policymakers, although the price paid by
industrial players will be higher than that charged to households.
Therefore, based on the carbon footprint of those players, financial organizations may be given directions to distribute credits
to companies for the use of these alternatives at discriminatory
interest rates. The carbon footprint of industrial participants may
be measured, and the interest rate will change depending on
the degree of carbon footprint, i.e., a greater carbon footprint
will fetch a higher interest rate. As a result, industrial actors
will eventually be deterred from using fossil fuel solutions as
policy regulations focus on encouraging greener energy options.
The steady increase in demand for renewable energy will have
a scale impact on renewable energy output, which will lower
the cost of solutions. This strategy will not only assist Turkey
in achieving more environmentally friendly energy solutions, but
also a more secure energy future. This might help Turkey come
closer to achieving the SDG 7’ objective.
While guaranteeing the future of energy, authorities must also
ensure that agricultural operations are sustainable by mitigating
disforestation. If certain sections of the forest must be cleared
for agricultural purposes, policymakers must guarantee that an
equal afforestation program is implemented to avoid displacing
forest habitats. Farmers will benefit from low-cost renewable
energy options, which will allow agricultural operations to internalize adverse effects on the environment. Similar actions may
be conducted in the field of urban growth, with the answer being
the implementation of policies that promote sustainable housing.
One of the most important features of these regulations may be
to reduce the scope of space heating, which is a significant source
of emissions in cities. Furthermore, authorities can consider the
potential of vertical gardening ideas, which might absorb CO2
without requiring many lands. Finally, making renewable energy solutions more accessible and cheaper to urban residents
may have a long-term influence on the environment since the
prospective demand for energy coming from these places will be
for green energy. These policy measures, taken together, will be
able to assist Turkey in reaching its SDG 13’s objectives.
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